In the behavior consistency analysis of E-commerce systems, sometimes there may appear loop structure between two E-commerce systems, which leads to the situation that internal behavior relation is consistent but external process of net is not. The existing methods mostly do not consider the loop structure, which ignore the influence of loop structure on consistency analysis. This paper, by analyzing internal behavior relations of each process and depicting correlative relations between process segments, proposes a concept of process profile. And then, through the research on the external relations of process segments, a measure method of behavior consistency based on process profile is proposed, which can be computed in polynomial time. As an application, the method is illustrated for consistency measure of a real case about E-commerce model.
I. INTRODUCTION
With E-commerce booming in China, online trading has become more and more widespread. Electronic payment (E-payment) has become an important trading approach in people's daily life. However, there are more and more e-payment cases showing that the E-commerce system is easily under attack. The problems are mostly caused by the inconsistent models made through E-commerce system designers and builders. These inconsistencies not only make E-commerce system itself has loophole but also make it easily under attack. Obviously, it requires the measure consistency of actual model and forecast model to be as accurate as possible. So how to measure consistency values between two models becomes more and more important.
There are previous researches have focused on the role of users, such as [16] , [17] , [19] , [28] , [39] , and [40] . These premise is that the E-commerce system is safe. Here, the users credible authentication is not our objects of study. Our aim is to investigate the system itself. And the business model consistency measures try to quantify the consistency between models in general. A consistency value is mostly expressed either on an interval or on a ratio scale, which provides the frame for the typical operationalization of business model consistency analysis methods in a metric space. Consistency mainly divide into three aspects: task label, structure, behavior [8] . Task labels and the consistency of structure are usually unable to meet the complex and changeable E-payment system. Behavior consistency focuses on the execution of business processes. Corresponding execution traces can be generated through simulation runs or during the actual execution of a process. And they can show characteristics of possible execution sequences. For internal process modeling, behavior consistency can describe existence of models in different stages of the internal interaction [26] . In other words, behavior consistency can meet dynamic E-payment system demand. So the problem of behavior consistency computation has aroused people's concern. It has been more and more attention for behavior consistency analysis for models.
Existing behavior consistency analysis technology can be mainly classified into two categories: one kind is only consistent properties, namely consistent and non-consistent, which does not involve the concept of measurement. Such as [9] proposes protocol compatibility, the equivalence and replace, and describes two service based on the definition of communication protocol equivalence, equivalence and compatibility. However, it is only from the terms of protocol. Reference [3] proposes a unified framework to determine compatibility and consistency, and analyzes the relations between the compatibility and consistency, and then assesses weak bisimulation using these consistent standards. Reference [4] analyzes behavior consistency between two models using trace equivalence and bisimulation. However, it does not come down to the concept of consistency degree. Another one is from the point of measurement. [24] defines the degree of similarity between two models from the perspective of process semantic. References [11] , [13] , [18] , [36] , and [37] put forward the concept of behavior profile for the first time, and compute consistency degree with the corresponding transition pairs between two models. However, those methods are not completely accurate only according to the rough profile, and do not refer to model containing loop structure. References [12] and [32] give the secure consistency of the real-world system. Reference [22] defines the 4C spectrum to analyze the behavior relations between two transitions, and computes consistency degree with the form of matrix. References [10] , [33] , and [37] put forward a kind of behavior profile method to detect inconsistent behavior relations. But only by analyzing the behavior relations between two transitions, it can not analyze consistency from the perspective of whole model. Behavior profile of two models forms its own evaluation standard, on the basis of behavior equivalence and behavior relation. It analyzes the relations between consistency and behaviors based on local matching relations. Behavior profile as a behavior abstract, on the one hand, can be used in the broad field of computing model. On the other hand, the application of behavior abstract raises a question: the neglected behavior is the main behavior relation for the behavior consistency. Behavior profile is considered to measure behavior consistency with the standard. In addition, studies have confirmed that the relation may happen between the processes of potential actions, which makes behavioral consistency be one of the main factors. Behavioral consistency judgment method is based on the behavior of the models. On the basis of abstract, through the transitions relations, behavior profiles produce a set of relational semantics between two models. And these behavioral profiles of models can be calculated. For free choice Petri net system, it can be obtained in lowlevel polynomial time. Behavior profile, therefore, has its own set of calculation method, and has proved its validity. The framework of behavioral consistency analysis is carried out on the process model. Starting from the behavioral consistency of different Boolean concept, it elaborated how to quantify behavior consistency, how to support the spread of behavior consistent change between the process models, and how to develop behavior consistency and inconsistency. So we should manage it in a holistic manner.
Research on the nature of the simulation system by Petri net, there are some analysis methods proposed previously.
Among them, using Petri net process to describe and analyze system is a powerful tool [5] - [7] , [14] , [23] , [25] , [30] , [34] , [41] , [42] . Previously there are many algorithms to obtain process [1] , [15] , [20] , [31] . However, a process only reflects a possible operation of Petri net, so that only from the view of the process to analyze Petri net cannot meet our requirements. Due to only analysis of behavior relations between two transitions, it cannot accurately analyze consistency degree from the perspective of the whole model. In view of this, we integrate the two characteristics, and study the process consistency analysis method of Petri net.
In this paper, we use Petri net to model business process. And from the perspective of the process of the Petri net, we study behavior consistency issues, and propose process profile consistency measurement method. On the basis of internal and external profile, we analyze the behavior of the internal relations and external relations of process, and then study the consistency degree.
The organization is as follows: Section II introduces the basic concepts. Section III gives some motivation examples. Section IV details the consistency analysis method based on process profile. Section V shows a case occurred in real-word. The conclusion is in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section first reviews some notions of PNs [21] , [27] , [35] , [38] and loop. Then the related work is discussed.
A net is a 3-tuple N = (P, T , F) where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions, F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) is a set of arcs, P = ∅, T = ∅ and P ∩ T = ∅.
A net may be viewed as a directed graph in which a circle represents a place and a box or bar represents a transition.
Given a net N = (P, T , F) and a node x ∈ P ∪ T , • x = {y|(y, x) ∈ F} is the pre-set of x, and x • = {y|(x, y) ∈ F} is the post-set of x. If X ⊆ P ∪ T , its preset and post-set are defined as follows:
satisfying the following enabling and firing rules:
ii) Firing an enabled transition t yields a new marking M , denoted by M [t M , where
iii) If there exist transitions t 1 , t 2 , and · · · , t k and markings
All markings reachable from VOLUME 6, 2018 M are denoted by R(M ), named as a reachability set, and
In a net N , a nonempty string
E(N ) denotes the set of all elementary paths in N . L(N ) denotes the set of all loops in N .
Here, we review the related concepts of behavioral profile [36] , [37] .
Definition 1 (Weak Order [37] 
net system with N = (P, T , F) and T ⊆ T a set of transitions. A pair of transitions (x, y) ∈ (T × T ) is in the weak order relation over T , iff there exists a firing sequence
Behavioral profile is defined over a set of transitions of a net system.
Definition 2 (Behavioral Profile [37] ):
net system with N = (P, T , F) and T ⊆ T a set of transitions. A pair of transitions (x, y) ∈ (T × T ) can be in the following profile relations:
1) The strict order relation , iff x y and y x.
2) The exclusiveness relation +, iff x y and y x.
3) The interleaving order relation , iff x y and y x.
, 2} be a Petri net, B i be its behavioral profile, and
and R 2 are type-equivalent [37] . The set CT ∼ 2 of (N 2 , M 2 ) is defined accordingly. The behavioral profile consistency degree [37] is defined as follows:
be two Petri nets, ∼ be a correspondence relation, and CT ∼ 1 and CT ∼ 2 be their consistent transition pairs. The degree of behavioral profile consistency of ∼ is defined as:
III. MOTIVATION EXAMPLE
Example 1: Two live nets. By Definition 1 and 2, for the two nets in Fig. 1 , it holds that a i x i (i = 1, 2; 
. In fact, it is different from firing structures of two nets, such as a 1 , b 1 , c 1 have the firing structure a 1 b 1 c 1 b 1 , b 1 occurs two times, c 1 occurs one time, and they occur in turn in Fig. 1(a) . However, b 2 and c 2 both occur one time and they occur at the same time in Fig. 1(b) . It leads to different processes of two nets. The reason is that there is a loop structure in Fig. 1 .
Example 2: Two nets that one is live and one is not. We can see that Fig. 2 (a) is live and 2(b) is not. However, they are considered completely consistent using the method in [37] . In fact, two nets that a live one and non-live one should not be consistent. To some up, the results by [37] are not too accurate for these cases when we use this method. Take Fig. 2 as an example, there exit two Petri nets modeling the same system such that one is deadlock-free but another one is not. That is to say, the two nets are not distinguished using the method in [37] .
We will analyze the examples from the aspects of the process relation. There are the following problems: 1) For the consistency measurements of these models with loop, the method computed based on the three relations is not applicable. According to the definition of consistency degree of profile, we should calculate correspondence transitions pairs and process relations. Therefore, we must deal with these relations between processes. 2) At the same time, we must give the related calculation method of consistency degree. Can we optimize the measurement methods more precisely?
In order to research on behavior consistency of two models, we need to carry out specific analysis on the relations between the processes. In addition to consider internal relations among the various activities of the process, we also consider the external relations between two processes. We first distinguish internal behavior relations of process, and then study the external characteristics of processes. On the basis of these, we study consistency measurement method based on the process profile of Petri net. 
IV. CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS METHOD BASED ON PROCESS PROFILE
In behavior consistency analysis field, behavior profile has been widely used because of its good accuracy and low complexity. However, it does not solve the models with loop structures. In fact in the real world, there are loop structures in online trading process.
A. CONSISTENCY COMPUTATION METHOD BASED ON PROCESS PROFILE
About Petri net and process definition can refer to literature [1] , [2] , [15] , [20] , [29] , [31] . Now we will give the relations between two processes of Petri nets. We introduce the eternal process relations as followings. All frequently used symbols are shown in Table 1 .
Definition 3 (Intersection of Process): Let ϕ be a net mapping from N = (B, E; G) to
= (P, T ; F, M 0 ), and 
2) ∀e ∈ PS int , e ∈ PS 1 ∧ e ∈ PS 2 ; and
Definition 4 (Union of Process): Let ϕ be a net mapping from N = (B, E; G) to = (P, T ; F, M 0 ), and P = {PS 1 , · · · , PS n } be the basic process segment set of , PS 1 and PS 2 be its basic process segment. PS uni is union of PS 1 
and PS
2) ∀e 1 ∈ PS 1 ∧ e 1 ∈ PS 2 , e 1 , e 2 ∈ PS uni ; and 
If there is a b 2 , e 2 or g 2 in PS 2 , it holds that Fig. 3 shows the relations between basic process segments. In Fig. 3 , it holds that (PS 1 
Definition 7 (Correlativity of Process): Let ϕ be a net mapping from N = (B, E; G) to = (P, T ; F, M 0 ), and 
Definition 8 (Non-Correlativity of Process): Let ϕ be a net mapping from N = (B, E; G) to
= (P, T ; F, M 0 ), and P = {PS 1 , · · · , PS n } be the basic process segment set of , PS 1 and PS 2 be its basic process segment. PS 1 and PS 2 are in the non-correlativity relation of process, denoted by
, 10 } is the process relation. Let ϕ be a net mapping from N = (B, E; G) to = (P, T ; F, M 0 ), and P = {PS 1 , · · · , PS n } be the basic process segment set of , PS 1 and PS 2 be its basic process segment.
PS int is intersection of PS 1 and PS 2 denoted by PS int
∀e ∈ PS int , e ∈ PS 1 ∧ e ∈ PS 2 ;
and
Let ϕ be a net mapping from N = (B, E; G) to = (P, T ; F, M 0 ), and P = {PS 1 , · · · , PS n } be the basic process segment set of , PS 1 and PS 2 be its basic process segment.
PS uni is union of PS 1 and PS 2 denoted by PS uni
Let ϕ be a net mapping from N = (B, E; G) to = (P, T ; F, M 0 ), and P = {PS 1 , · · · , PS n } be the basic process segment set of , PS 1 and PS 2 be its basic process segment. PS 1 and PS 2 are in the inclusion relation of process, denoted by PS 1 ⊆ PS 2 , iff ∀b, e, g ∈ PS 1 , it holds that:
If there is a b 2 , e 2 or g 2 in PS 2 , it holds that b 2 / ∈ PS 1 , e 2 / ∈ PS 1 or g 2 / ∈ PS 1 , then PS 1 ⊂ PS 2 . Let ϕ be a net mapping from N = (B, E; G) to = (P, T ; F, M 0 ), and P = {PS 1 , · · · , PS n } be the basic process segment set of , PS 1 and PS 2 be its basic process segment. PS 1 and PS 2 are in the equivalence relation of process, denoted by PS 1 ≡ PS 2 , iff PS 1 ⊆ PS 2 ∧ PS 2 ⊆ PS 1 . Let ϕ be a net mapping from N = (B, E; G) to = (P, T ; F, M 0 ), and P = {PS 1 , · · · , PS n } be the basic process segment set of , PS 1 and PS 2 be its basic process segment. PS 1 and PS 2 are in the correlativity relation of process, denoted by PS 1 ℵPS 2 , iff 
Let ϕ be a net mapping from N = (B, E; G) to = (P, T ; F, M 0 ), and P = {PS 1 , · · · , PS n } be the basic process segment set of , PS 1 and PS 2 be its basic process segment. PS 1 and PS 2 are in the non-correlativity relation of process,
is the process relation. Fig. 4 shows the process relations concluding the relations 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , and 10 . In order to distinguish the loop structure, we define the internal and external process profiles as follows.
Let ϕ be a net mapping from N = (B, E; G) to = (P, T ; F, M 0 ), and P = {PS 1 , · · · , PS n } be the basic process segment set of . Then PV in = {BP 1 , · · · , BP n } is the internal process profile of N (BP i is the behavior profiles relation and BP i ∈ BP).
Let
2 . Let ϕ be a net mapping from N = (B, E; G) to = (P, T ; F, M 0 ), and P = {PS 1 , · · · , PS n } be the basic process segment set of . Then PV out = {PR 1 , · · · , PR n } is the external process profile of N (PR i is the process relation of PS i , and PR i ∈ PR).
Let The process profile considers not only the transitions relations between two models, but also external relations between two process instructions (such as: true inclusion relation, equivalence relation, correlativity, non-correlativity).
Let PV 1 = PV in 1 PV out 1 and PV 2 = PV in 2 PV out 2 be process profile of N . Two relations PV 1 ∈ PV 1 and PV 2 ∈ PV 2 are type equivalent, denoted by PV 1 ∼ = PV 2 , iff both 1) PV in 1 ∼ = PV in 2 , and 2) PV out 1 ∼ = PV out 2 . In 1), PV in 1 ∼ = PV in 2 needs satisfies the condition that for all (BP i , BP j ) ∈ (PV in 1 , PV in 2 ), it holds that BP i ∼ = BP j . And for 2), PV out 1 = PV out 2 needs satisfies the condition that for all (PS k , PS l ) ∈ (PV out 1 , PV out 2 ), it holds that PS k ∼ = PS l .
We come up consistency degree on the basis of process profile. Similarly, CP 2 can be defined.
Definition 10 (Consistent Process Profile): Let S
1 = (N 1 , M 1 ) and S 2 = (N 2 , M 2 ) two net systems, in which N 1 = (P 1 , T 1 , F 1 ), N 2 = (P 2 , T 2 , F 2 ), P 1 , P 2 be
Definition 11 (Consistent Process Profile Degree): Let S
, PV 1 , PV 2 be their process profile, and P 1 , P 2 be the basic process segment set, CP 1 , CP 2 be their consistent process segment set. The consistency degree based on process profile is defined as:
Based on process profile, we give calculation method as Algorithm 1. The key of Algorithm 1 is to find consistent process segments. These consistent process segments require not only consistent internal behavior relations but also consistent external process segments. Notice this algorithm is based on the corresponding relation of process segments.
Algorithm 1 Consistency Degree Algorithm

Require:
Net System 
for each PS 1i in P 1 do 4: parameter = False; 5: for each PS 2j in P 2 do 6: if exist PS 2j , PS 1i in same relation then 7: parameter = True; break; 8: end if 9: end for 10: if parameter == False then 11 :
end if 13: end for 14: for each PS 2k in P 2 do 15: parameter2 = False; 16: for each PS 1q in P 1 do 17: if exist PS 1q , PS 2k in same relation then 18: parameter2 = True; break; 19: end if 20: end for 21: if parameter2 == False then 22: CP 2 = CP 2 \ PS 2k ; 23: end if 24: end for 25 :
In this section, we do not only focus on the computation efficiency of our methods but also the related complexity. We prove some conclusions as follows. Theorem 1: Algorithm 1 is correct and can be terminated. Proof: Algorithm 1 starts from all process segments. Steps 1-4 absorb all the inconsistent process segments in P 2 , and steps 6-7 absorb the consistent process segments in P 2 . If the process segment PS 1i of P 1 is not inconsistent with any process segment in P 2 , then CP 1 = CP 1 \ PS 1i . Similarity, steps 14-22 show the computation process. The CP 1 and CP 2 satisfies Def. 10, and step 25 satisfies Def. 11. Therefore, Algorithm 1 is correct. There are four decision conditions at steps 6, 10, 17 and 21 that are used to determine the process segment consistency of other process segments in another net. The process segments are finite sets, and CP i (i = 1, 2) is refreshed by deducting the primary one after new produced ones have been extended in steps 11, 22 . Then, the algorithm moves backward by adding new produced process segments and removing the inconsistent process segments from until it becomes empty. Algorithm 1 also explains that if one element of CP i (i = 1, 2) has existed, it do not absorb it again. This means that the process of computing CP i (i = 1, 2) will not be performed repeatedly many times. This also reflects the effect of CP i in the constructing D PV . Thus, Algorithm 1 can be terminated.
Algorithm 1 is the computation process of consistency degree based on process profile, and consistency degree based on process profile is defined in Def. 11. Here, the correctness means that the output of Algorithm 1 is consistent with Def. 11. A possible input of Algorithm 1 is two net systems, process segment sets and process profiles. Here, we use a finite set to include the finite process segment sets. Given such input, it always terminates. Algorithm 1 is essentially a traversal algorithm for all process segment, and its cost is bounded by the number of elements in sound free-choice Petri nets. Then we have the conclusion as follows. Proof: for the sound free-choice Petri net, the number of process segments is finite. We set the number of process 1 Corollary 1 [37] : Given a sound free-choice WF-system, the behavioral profile can be derived in O(n 3 ) with n as the number of transitions and places of the system. segments is m. From the computing, we can compute the process profile. The first step should find the segment from the other consistent process segment sets, which spends m times. The second step should compute the second elements process segment, which spends m−1 times. We do the similar thing until the last one. The whole computing time is
In addition, according to Property 1, we know that it takes O(n 3 ) time to compute the behavior relations. Hence, the process profile can be computed in polynomial time (i.e., O(n 3 + m 2 )). Our method is more accurate than behavior profile method to determine the behavior relations. It just exists from the sequence, and fundamentally establishes behavior relations of models. So our approach is more accurate than the one in [37] .
V. CASE STUDY
According to Algorithm 1, we come to look at the example of the second part put forward in this paper. We find that there are two pairs of process segments inconsistent of Fig. 1 . Their internal process profile relations are consistent, however, external process profile relations are not. That is to say, there are four inconsistent process segments. So the degree of Fig. 1 is Similarly, the degree of Now there is a user demand to obtain double credits in the birthday week using Tmall. Then we scheme out the model described by Petri net as shown in Fig. 5(b) according to user demand. Then the architects of Tmall scheme out the model described by Petri net as shown in Fig. 5(a) .
Firstly, a user logs in her/his account by using her/his networked PC. This login process is modeled by transitions t1 − t4 in Fig. 5 . The user goes shopping (transition t5 in Fig. 5 ). Then the user exchanges credits (t8) or return (t11). Then the user submits a request for transferring credits to money (transition t9 or t15 in Fig. 5 ).
Notice that if the user return, then the credits should be not obtained such as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The Fig. 5(a) will make that the user who return gets external credits. The conclusion of three examples using two methods is in Table 2 .
They compute the consistency degree of the two models is 1 using the method in [37] , and they put it on line. If someone performs the unlimited operation of Fig. 5(a) , then they can obtain the external credits forever. In fact, the real case occurs, which makes Tmall loss six million. Using our method, we find that the two models are not consistent, i.e., the degree of them is less than 1.
To some up, the results by [37] are not too accurate for these cases when we use this method. Take Fig. 2 as an example, there exit two Petri nets modeling the same system such that one is deadlock-free but another one is not. That is to say, the two nets are not distinguished using the method in [37] .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, by analyzing external behavior relations of the Petri net, we put forward the concept of process profile, and on this basis, study the consistency measurement method of two models containing loop structure. Main contributions in this paper include: 1) based on the behavior profile order relation, to study processes segments relations, the process profile is proposed, which explains not only internal but also external behavior relations of process. 2) Some behavior characteristics and properties are studied, and on the basis of this, process profile consistency measure method is proposed based on the behavior profile.
In the future, we still have many to study, such as: the process algorithm based on the description of the process segments; the consistency degree based on branch-process and so on.
